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Solely made in Italy using only selected materials like Aluminium 601 and ABS reinforced with Car-
bon microfibers, our new Master seatbox can provide maximum stability and versatility , keeping 
top level comfort and lightness. The frame of the new Master is fully made in Aluminium, we have 
added levels to easily find the correct position, and thanks to the 30mm telescopic legs with over-
sized anti mud feet it is possible to place this seatbox in any swim. The Seat pillow is made using 

top quality gel to ensure proper posture, eliminating stress on your back. The 
wide range of interchangeable accessories and the possibility to remove 

the lower drawer, give infinite customizing options to the competition 
angler. All the rigs can be stored safely on the inner modules wich 
provide good aeration to keep them dry, all the non-deformable ABS 

drawers are safely closed with a magnet. Right below the seat 
you can find a complete set of strong rig winders. The New 

footplate with improved grip and adjustable connection for 
keepnets, and the new Feature with reduced tolerance to 
avoid any problems with lines. The new Master seatbox 
is sold with a number of usefull accessories.

Pole Gel seat pillow

3 drawers modules  

Non-slip sliding footplate

Adjustable connection for keepnets

400x500mm side tray

Removable lower box

Pole rest

3 Levels

Padded and adjustable shoulder strap 

6 telescopic legs D30

Polycarbonate rig winders set included

116-50-000
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Pole Gel seat pillow

ABS module with 2 drawers 

Non-slip sliding footplate

Adjustable connection for keepnets

Removable lower box

Padded and adjustable shoulder strap

3 Levels

Pole rest

6 telescopic legs D30

Polycarbonate rig winders set

Designed to have infinite customization possibilities, optimizing 
space and flexibiltiy to suit individual needs, reducing weight and 
increasing comfort. We have made all this without compromising 
stability and reliability, using 30mm telescopic legs and oversi-
zed anti mud feet. The upper frame is independent and can be 
adjusted on height, and thanks to the gel seat pillow allows you 
to adjust your position to have the most natural and comfortable 
posture. In the lower part of the frame you can find an adjustable 
box with handle, lid and a 20mm ledge. Non-slip footplate with 
adjustable connection for keepnets.

116-50-100NITRo



modules

Visit our site www.trabucco.it
to discover the full range of 

accessories and modules available 
for seatboxes Master and Nitro.

Pillow Module

116-55-070

3 Drawers Module

116-55-020

H40W Module

116-55-050

Dividers Kit

116-55-060

H20W Box with Rigs Winders 

116-55-010

2 Drawers ABS Module

116-55-030

H80 Box

116-55-000
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